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ABSTRACT 

The Swedish fire department have been wanting a robot that can be sent to situations where it’s too dangerous to                    
send in firefighters. A teleoperated vehicle is being developed for exactly this purpose. This thesis has its base in                   
research that previously has been conducted within Human-Robot Interaction and interface design for             
teleoperated vehicles. In this study, a prototype was developed to be able to simulate the experience of driving a                   
teleoperated vehicle. It visualised the intended interface of the operator and simulated the operating experience.               
The development followed a User-Centered Design process and was evaluated by users. After the final               
evaluation a design proposal, based on previous research and user feedback, was presented. The study discusses                
the issues discovered when designing an interface for a teleoperated vehicle that uses two cameras for                
maneuvering. One challenge was how to fully utilize the two video feeds and create an interplay between them.                  
The evaluations showed that users could keep better focus with one larger, designated main feed and the second                  
one being placed where it can be easily glanced at. Simplicity and were to display sensor data were also shown                    
to be important aspects to consider when trying to lower the mental load on the operator. Further modifications                  
to the vehicle and the interface has to be made to increase the operators awareness and confidence when                  
maneuvering the vehicle. 

 

SAMMANFATTNING 

Det svenska brandförsvaret har varit i behov utav en robot som kan användas i situationer där det är för riskfyllt                    
att skicka in brandmän. Ett radiostyrt fordon håller på att utvecklas för exakt detta syfte. Detta arbete baseras på                   
den forskning som tidigare genomförts inom Människa-Datorinteraktion och gränssnitts-design för radiostyrda           
fordon. I denna studie utvecklades en prototyp för att simulera känslan av att köra ett radiostyrt fordon. Det                  
visualiserade det tänka gränssnitten för operatören och simulerade körupplevelsen. Utvecklingen skedde genom            
en Användarcentrerad designprocess och utvärderades med hjälp utav användare. Efter den slutgiltiga            
utvärderingen så presenterades ett designförslag som baserades på tidigare forskning och användarnas            
återkoppling. Studien diskuterar de problem som uppstår när man designar ett gränssnitt för ett radiostyrt fordon                
som använder två kameror för manövrering. En utmaning var hur man kan till fullo utnyttja de två                 
kamerabilderna och skapa ett samspel mellan dem. Utvärderingarna visade att användarna kunde hålla bättre              
fokus med en större, dedikerad kamerabild och en mindre sekundär kamerabild som enkelt kan blickas över.                
Enkelhet och var sensordata placeras, visade sig också var viktiga aspekter för att minska den mentala                
påfrestningen för operatören. Vidare modifikationer på fordonet och gränssnittet behöver genomföras för öka             
operatörens medvetenhet och självförtroende vid manövrering. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Swedish fire department have been wanting a robot         
that can be sent to situations where it’s too dangerous to           
send in firefighters. A teleoperated vehicle is being        
developed for exactly this purpose. This thesis has its base          
in research that previously has been conducted within        
Human-Robot Interaction and interface design for      
teleoperated vehicles. In this study, a prototype was        
developed to be able to simulate the experience of driving          
a teleoperated vehicle. It visualised the intended interface        
of the operator and simulated the operating experience.        
The development followed a User-Centered Design      
process and was evaluated by users. After the final         
evaluation a design proposal, based on previous research        
and user feedback, was presented. The study discusses the         
issues discovered when designing an interface for a        
teleoperated vehicle that uses two cameras for       
maneuvering. One challenge was how to fully utilize the         
two video feeds and create an interplay between them.         
The evaluations showed that users could keep better focus         
with one larger, designated main feed and the second one          
being placed where it can be easily glanced at. Simplicity          
and were to display sensor data were also shown to be           
important aspects to consider when trying to lower the         
mental load on the operator. Further modifications to the         
vehicle and the interface has to be made to increase the           
operators awareness and confidence when maneuvering      
the vehicle. 

KEYWORDS 
Human-Robot Interaction, HRI, User-Centered Design,     
UCD, Human-Computer Interaction, HCI, Interface     
Design 

INTRODUCTION 
Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) is a very broad area        
where the design and technical knowledge is growing        
rapidly. Sheridan [1] divides HRI into four different areas         
of application; (1) Human supervisory control of robots in         
performance of routine tasks - Robots that are designed to          
perform tasks to streamline assembly lines etc. (2) Remote         
control of space, airborne, terrestrial and undersea       
vehicles for non-routine tasks in hazardous or       
inaccessible environments - Robots or vehicles that are        
being operated by a human from a remote location. These          

machines are also called teleoperators . (3) Automated       
vehicles in which a human is a passenger . (4)         
Human-robot social interaction - Robots that are being        
interacted with in a social context. For example, to         
provide teaching or to provide comfort and assistance for         
people with special needs. This thesis is focusing on the          
second category in HRI, vehicles being operated       
remotely.  

Remote controlled vehicles has been around for some        
time now. Already during the late 19th century Nikola         
Tesla demonstrated in a patent how a boat could be          
controlled remotely [2]. Then in the middle of the 20th          
century the US military started using unmanned drones to         
help with anti-aircraft training [3]. Much later, in the         
aftermath of the World Trade Center attacks, robots were         
used for the first time in an attempt to try and find people             
beneath the rubble from the buildings [4]. At that time,          
the technology and development of teleoperated search       
vehicles hadn’t yet reached a level where it could be used           
with any real success. Since then there has been extensive          
research done within HRI to improve how robots can be          
used for Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) as well as          
development how to control and steer tele-operated       
vehicles in general[1]. 

Today there is almost countless of different types of         
teleoperated vehicles in existence. One area were       
teleoperation has been extensively developed, is within       
the domain of toys. It has long been popular to drive small            
remote controlled cars, boats, planes and helicopters.       
More recently there has been development of small        
drones which can be used for various tasks, e.g. filming          
and surveillance, inspecting different industrial facilities,      
deliver items in hard reach areas or simply used as a toy            
[5]. Some can be used at a range of several kilometer           
away and can be controlled using just your smartphone.         
Beyond the wide variety of drones available for the         
public, there’s more complexed teleoperated vehicle      
developed, with one being as far away as on Mars right           
now [6]. 

As the development of teleoperated vehicles have become        
more advanced, so has the way of interacting with them.          
Video-centric interfaces are the most common, by far,        
type of interface used with remote vehicles [7] and         

 



operators rely so heavily on the video feed from the          
vehicle they even tend to ignore any other sensor reading          
the interface may provide [8]. To maximise the potential         
of teleoperated vehicles, there has to be User Interfaces         
(UI) developed that are easy to understand and use. They          
have to provide necessary information and help the        
operators to take the best decisions. Therefore, this study         
aims to, with the user in focus, develop and evaluate an           
interface prototype for a teleoperated vehicle that uses        
two cameras for navigation. 

RELATED RESEARCH 
This section presents how HRI have been used in search          
and rescue operations and also presents some issues and         
guidelines to consider when designing interfaces for       
teleoperated vehicles. 

HRI in search tasks 
One area where the development of HRI has been of great           
interest and where the most progress has been made, is          
within USAR [9]. This research area is closely related to          
the one of this study. Research made here is to be           
considered applicable in both fields, where the main task         
is being able to send in robots were humans can’t go. 

The first time robots were used during a USAR operation          
was after the attack on the World Trade Center in 2001           
[4]. Three different robots were used at eight occasions.         
They were sent into deep and narrow voids where it          
wasn’t enough space to send in humans or where it was           
too uncertain about the safety for the human searchers         
[10]. A study was later performed by Casper and Murphy          
[11], examining how the deployed robots performed       
during the rescue operation and how they could be of          
assistance during these types of operations. They showed        
that the use of robots during USAR missions could         
potentially be a good tool. However, the study revealed         
several issues and pointed out that there had to be          
extensive further research and development done before       
they would be able to operate with complete success and          
by that also become accepted by fire rescue professions.  

Designing interfaces for teleoperated vehicles 
Adams [12] stresses the importance of the design choices         
of HRI interfaces. She argues that they can directly affect          
the operator’s ability and desire to complete tasks. When         
designing Interfaces for teleoperated vehicles, interesting      
challenges arise. Chen et al. [13] identifies several issues         
and difficulties to take into consideration; (1) Limited        
field of view (FOV) - the portion of the environment that           
can be seen through the camera feed. Thomas & Wickens          
[14] showed that participants, when viewing a remote        
environment though an immersive display, had trouble       
detecting changes to objects outside their initial FOV. (2)         
Orientation - for the operators to successfully be able to          
navigate in a remote environment, they need to have a          

good sense of orientation. The level of pitch and roll is           
especially critical when the vehicle is traversing side        
slopes [15]. Drury et al. [16] demonstrated that all critical          
errors, of the robot vehicles tested, where due to some          
kind of awareness violation. (3) Degraded Depth       
Perception - when operating the vehicle, the operator has         
to rely on visual cues to judge the depth of the remote            
environment. In unfamiliar or difficult terrain, such as a         
collapsed building, there are limited size cues to be able to           
help estimate depth [10]. (4) Degraded Video Image - the          
video feed is essential for the operator to successfully be          
able to navigate the remote location. If the quality of the           
image where to be degraded the operator could have a          
hard time estimating size and distances [17]. (5) Time         
Delay - refers to the delay from when the camera sends           
an image until the operator receives it on screen and also           
the delay between an action given from the operator until          
the vehicle performs that action. With a long time delay it           
becomes harder for the operator to perform the right         
actions at the right time, since the vehicle will not be in            
the same spot after the delay.  

This study relates closely to the two larger established         
research areas of Human-Computer Interactions (HCI)      
and HRI. Both these areas have created design guidelines         
and principles that could be applied when designing        
interfaces for teleoperated vehicles. Studies on HCI has        
been done quite extensively and there have been        
guidelines on how to design software interfaces for at         
least 20 years [18]. The field of HRI has benefited a lot            
from studies in human behavior [12]. Together with        
research on human decision making [9] and with the         
design principles from the HCI field, Keyes et. al presents          
a set of guidelines [7] that should be considered when          
designing interfaces for teleoperated vehicles intended for       
search and rescue tasks. These guidelines are somewhat        
hardware dependent, but include things such as having a         
frame of reference to determine position of the robot         
relative to its environment, having minimal use of        
multiple windows and provide help in deciding which        
level of autonomy is most useful. 

Purpose and research question 
The purpose of this study is to design an interface that can            
increase the usability and improve the maneuverability of        
a teleoperated robot using a setup of two cameras. The          
thesis will try to answer the following research question         
and subquestion: How could an operator interface be        
designed to increase the usability of a teleoperated        
vehicle that is using two cameras for navigation? 

FUMO 
The robot this study is based on is a robot named FUMO            
(see fig. 1) [19]. It’s developed by a company called          

 



Realisator Robotics. The specifications used for the       
development of the prototype during this thesis are: 

● Width 0.6 m. 
● Length 0.95 m. 
● Height 0.4 m. 
● A fixed front facing camera. 
● A 360° rotating camera on top. 

 
Figure 1: The teleoperated robot FUMO. 

METHOD 
The research approach was based on concrete design        
work, including a domain expert interview, sketching,       
high-fidelity prototyping, and a series of user tests. An         
overview of these are presented below. Throughout the        
development of the prototype a User-Centered Design       
(UCD), also known as Human-Centered Design , approach       
was used which is divided into the following steps: 

1. Understanding and specifying the context of use  
2. Specifying the user requirements 
3. Producing design solutions 
4. Evaluating the design 

The first step was to investigate the context for the usage           
of the robot. This was done through a semi-structured         
interview. After the interview, the development process       
took place, which consisted of three iterations of the         
prototype. These three versions had different fidelity and        
functionality. These were all user evaluated and based on         
the feedback a design proposal was presented. 

Interview 
An interview was conducted with a technical manager at         
the Södertörns brandförsvarsförbund , a association in      
charge of the fire rescue departments of the south of          
Stockholm county. The interviewee has been a part of the          
development process, of FUMO, since the beginning and        
has great insight into the project from the user         
perspective. The purpose of the interview was to get a          
better understanding of the situations this robot could be         
operating in, what difficulties these situations would       

imply, and also if they had any thoughts on what would           
have to be included in the design. All this to help in the             
development of the prototype.  

Prototype application 
To be able to simulate the experience of driving a          
teleoperated robot, a prototype was developed. It       
visualised the intended interface of the operator and        
simulated the operating experience. The prototype was       
created using Unity3D [22] and the scripting language        
C#. The prototype was based on the real robot and the           
interaction with the prototype and its interface, supposed        
to resemble interaction with the real robot as accurately as          
possible. The prototype is designed for a computer screen         
or a larger tablet. Example screenshots from the prototype         
are presented in the result section.  

Video feed. The first version on the prototype consisted of          
just the video feed from the two cameras, one still in the            
front and one 360° on top, mounted on the robot. The           
purpose was to see how the users were able to maneuver           
with the robot, what difficulties they might encounter. I         
also wanted to see how they interacted with these         
cameras, where their focus lies and get their overall         
thoughts and opinions on maneuvering with this kind of         
camera setup. What might they consider necessary to be         
able to improve the experience. 

Added sensor data. Based on the feedback from the first          
user test and the interview, a second prototype was         
created with some modifications on the previous interface        
and some added sensor data to it as well. This was made            
to improve the maneuvering and overall usability of the         
robot. 

High fidelity. With the help of previous tests, the         
interview and the HRI design guidelines (REF), a high         
fidelity version of the prototype was created and        
evaluated. 

Design proposal. Based on the feedback from the final         
user evaluation a design proposal was created and        
presented. 

User studies 
User test #1: Video feed. 
The first prototype was tested and evaluated on five         
participants. The users ranged from 21 - 29 years old and           
were about equally split between genders. All are or have          
been engineering students. The test consisted of a simple         
virtual obstacle course that would simulate maneuvering       
through a building and also consisting of some obstacles         
operator might encounter. The user had to navigate the         
robot through an obstacle course. During the navigation        
test a think-aloud approach was used, which meant the         
users were to express their thoughts and feelings during         
the maneuvering. After the test, semi-structured      

 



interviews were conducted to give the users a chance to          
reflect upon the experience.  

User test #2: Added sensor data. 
The second prototype was tested to see how the modified          
interface with added sensor data changed the performance        
of the users maneuvering the robot. Six new participants         
performed the test. The test consisted of the same task as           
during user test #1. The users were also given the same           
instructions as previous test. 

User test #3: Final version. 
The final prototype consisted of a more realistic        
environment and the users were presented with a more         
realistic scenario. However, it required more or less the         
same kind of navigation as the previous tests. Six         
participants performed the test. Afterwards the same kind        
of semi structured interview, as previous tests, was        
conducted. 

All user tests were performed on a PC with a 20 inch            
screen and all the inputs were made through an XBOX          
360 controller. Before the tests, they were introduced to         
the interface and were able to familiarise them with the          
inputs.  

USER FEEDBACK 
This section presents the most interesting user feedback        
from the evaluations and the key points from the         
interview. Based on these, a high fidelity prototype and its          
main design choices is presented. 

Interview 
From the interview some key points were identified. A         
big risk for firefighters are when there are gas canisters          
present in the building. These can potentially be        
dangerous for up to 24 hours after they have been affected           
by the heat from a fire. Meaning that if they can find and             
determine if they are hazardous or not, they could save a           
lot of time, not having to spend time waiting before they           
are certain there no risk. 

Other situations could be: 

● Building or other locations where there might be        
a risk of collapse. 

● Tunnels  
● Locations with radioactive materials, such as      

hospitals. 

The main task is to enter and search a dangerous          
environment where they can’t send in fire fighters due to          
these risks. They want to send it in and gather as much            
information as possible to be able to make informed         
decision. Therefore, the most important aspect of the        
robot is to be able to being maneuvered as smoothly as           
possible to locate any potential hazard.  

These situations don’t occur very often, a few times each          
year. Meaning, that there might be longer periods of time          
without using the system. Therefore, the interface has to         
be self explanatory and possible to operate even without         
time to practice between sessions. 

A few requirements were: 

● Display two camera feeds for maneuvering. 
● Has to show battery level. 
● Has to show pitch and roll to avoid tipping the          

robot over. 
● Camera should have a wide angle. 
● To be able to assess the situation, they need to be           

able to read the temperature of the gas canisters. 

User evaluation #1: Video feed 
The users expressed hesitation on where to put their focus          
when the camera feed was displayed the way it was, with           
both taking up half of the screen each. This also made the  

“Is one of them the main camera? Can I         
choose one of them?” 

When they turned the 360° camera around they felt that it           
was difficult to know which way it was facing, in regard           
to the robot body. Without any reference point they had to           
turn the camera down or move the robot to see which way            
the environment moved. The way the video feed was         
displayed made them sometimes forget which was the        
fixed and which was the movable one. 

“Ops, I thought I was facing straight       
ahead” 

When the users were getting passed a narrow passage,         
such as a doorway, they expressed that they didn’t really          
get a feeling for how wide the robot was.  

“Can I go through here? Not sure if I will          
crash into the sides” 

 
Figure 2: First prototype, displaying the two camera feeds. 

The same was also mentioned about the length of the          
robot. Since the users weren’t able to see the whole robot           
at the same time, they sometimes felt unsure if they had           

 



travelled far enough to be able to turn the robot safely           
without the back hitting anything.  

It’s really hard to tell if I am going hit the           
wall. I don’t know how close I am right         
now.” 

When an obstacle was close in front of them, they also           
mentioned that it was hard to estimate the distance         
between the robot and the obstacle. The same problem         
occurred when approaching a slope or an edge. It was          
hard to look down and up over an edge. Hard to really            
know how steep a slope or stair is when driving on it. 

User evaluation #2: Added sensor data 
The way the sensor data was placed on the screen was           
considered bad. The users complained that they had to         
look around a lot to get the different readings. This shifted           
their focus away from the camera feed. It took to long to            
get an overview. 

“I have to look left, right, high and low to          
read the values. It’s all over the place.” 

The way it was presented was also a bit to distracting. By            
just reading numbers, they said it took too long to          
understand what they implied. They wanted it more        
presented in a more intuitive way.  

“It’s to many numbers, they don’t tell me        
much. Instead you should show me what’s       
going on” 

They also stated that the numbers didn’t anything about         
the limit of the robot. They wanted to be given some sort            
of warning when the pitch and roll were at critical levels.  

“I’m not sure if this is a lot. Should I start           
to be worried about it falling over?” 

 
Figure 3: Second prototype, added sensor data. 

Since they were able to switch positions on the camera          
feeds, they wanted some indication on which camera feed         
was displayed where. It was also considered impractical        
that the number displaying the camera orientation was        
stuck at the top and not attached to the 360° camera feed. 

Comments were made concerning that the small camera        
feed could potentially block the view of some obstacle         
and that it should be moved. 

Another suggestion that was mentioned, was to not only         
show the battery percentage that is left, but also state for           
how how long the battery will last. 

Development: High fidelity prototype 
Based on previous evaluations a high fidelity prototype        
was created and evaluated. Here are the main design         
choices presented and the reasoning behind them. The        
overall design is supposed to help the operator with         
maneuvering the robot as safely as possible with as few          
distractions as possible. 

 
Figure 4: High fidelity prototype. 

Video feed layout. The operators display has the shows         
the video feed from both the front facing camera and the           
360° camera. One is displayed on the top right and the           
other in the bottom left. The one on the top is supposed to             
be used as the main focus, while the bottom is used as a             
complement. The operator can switch the position       
between the two of them. The one on the top have a            
diagonal length that’s 60% of the screen size, while the          
bottom one has 40% of the screen size.  

Sensor data. In the top left corner is an area that covers            
24% of the screen. This is where all sensor data for the            
robot maneuvering is displayed.  

 
Figure 5: Battery level. 

Battery percentage & drive time remaining. These two        
indicators are pretty self explanatory. With the robot        
having about two hours of drive time, these indicators are          
not the most critical ones. However, they were added so          
that risk of the operator running the robot out of power           
during a operation is minimised. For these reasons are         

 



they placed in the top left corner where they don’t take           
any focus from the operator but still easy to glance over. 

Speed. With the maximum speed being quite low at 1,11          
m/s, the speed indicator might not be needed. It was          
added to give the operator a better sense of control. It           
allows the operator to more easily adapt the speed in          
different situations when maneuvering. 

 
Figure 6:  Pitch indicator, level and angled. 

Pitch indicator. This indicator is one of the more vital          
pieces of information for the operator. To ensure that the          
operator doesn’t maneuver somewhere too steep, the pitch        
indicator was implemented. It is placed directly to the left          
of the main video feed to allow the operator to directly           
and easily see any changes to the level of pitch.  

 
Figure 7: Roll indicator, angled and level. 

Roll indicator. This indicator has the same function as the          
pitch indicator (see fig. 6), except that it instead indicates          
the level of roll of the robot. It consists of a red box and a               
white line. The red box is tiltable and represent the robot           
seen from the rear. The white line is fixed and represents           
a level ground. If the robot tilts to the left, the red box tilts              
to the left and vice versa. The simplistic design is to give            
a quick estimate to the operator of how the robot is           
angled. In case the operator need the exact value of the           
angle, the visual representation is accompanied by the        
exact value as well. 

 
Figure 8: Indicator showing the rotation of the 360° camera. 

360° camera direction indicator. This indicator was       
implemented after users stated that they sometimes lost        

the sense of direction when using the looking around with          
the 360° camera. It consists of a table of degrees, ranging           
from -179° to 180°. It shows the camera's rotation in          
regards to the robot body, where 0° is the camera facing           
straight forward. It is placed on the very top of the 360°            
camera feed, regardless of where the feed is displayed. 

Front camera indicator. Simply a small text saying        
“front” on the top of the front facing camera feed, to           
quickly remind which camera is which. 

 
Figure 9: Warning message. 

Warnings. In the top left corner where sensor data is          
displayed (see fig. 4), there is an empty area in its middle.            
This is where information critical to the operator is  

displayed. If the operator isn’t paying attention to the         
pitch or roll levels etc. a large clear message will be           
displayed. It’s designed to be unlikely to miss but still be           
out of the way of the operators maneuvering. 

User evaluation #3: High fidelity prototype 
Overall the interface was considered easy to use. But they          
still had expressed hesitations when passing narrow       
passages or close to obstacles. The wanted something to         
tell them the distance to surrounding objects. 

The users said that the indicators were intuitive, but that          
there could be markers or similar on the levels that would           
be considered critical. Having the battery level as a         
number works, but if there would be sensor data added in           
the future, there might be better with showing it as a bar,            
or like a fuel gage, and then give a more specific           
percentage warning when getting low. 

There were comments made about the warnings being to         
sudden. When they popped up, the users stated that it          
almost felt like the system was telling them that it was to            
late.  

“Woah, am I in trouble now? Am I on the          
limit? I’m not sure how close I am from         
flipping over.”  

There were suggestions that they should be some more         
gradual and let the operator know if it was heading          
towards a critical level.  

The users tended to use the front camera for going straight           
ahead and when nearing an obstacle, then used the 360°          

 



camera to look down and to the sides to make sure that            
they didn’t hit anything. However, the way they interacted         
with the camera feeds, where kind of one or the other. 

“I lose a bit of focus when I have to look at            
the second camera. They are a bit too far         
away right now.” 

The positioning of the feeds where not optimal to be used           
in sync. Instead of using them together with one         
complementing the other, it became more of a, one at a           
time interaction. This resulted in a loss of focus when          
they had to switch back and forth.  

There were different suggestions on how to place them to          
make them easier to use together. 

“It could be like driving a car. The big         
front window and the rearview mirror on       
top. Maybe even like a dashboard      
beneath.” 

RESULT: DESIGN PROPOSAL 
This design proposal (see fig. 10) has a simplified design          
compared to previous iterations. It should provide a better         
experience and the operator should be able to quickly get          
an overview of the robot’s status during maneuvering.        
The video feeds are given a little bit bigger part of the            
total screen. The sensor data is more fused with the          
camera feed to make it easier on the operator.  

 
Figure 10: Design proposal showing main & secondary video feeds, 

pitch & roll indicators, 360° camera rotation, battery & warning 
indicators and the proximity indicator. 

Camera feed . A few changes have been made from the          
high fidelity prototype. The most noticeable difference is        
the positioning of the camera feeds. They are placed close          
to each other to enable a better interplay between them.          
This setup sort of reminds of a car with the main camera            

feed being the car window with the 360° camera being its           
rearview mirror up in the middle. The 360° camera feed          
still has the same indicator, on the top, for its rotation. 

 

Pitch and roll. The indicators for pitch and roll are now           
placed inside of the large camera feed. This should allow          
the operator to be aware of their respective level without          
having to look away from the camera feed. They should          
be small and transparent enough to not cause a distraction          
or be in the way of the live feed. The pitch has two red              
numbers, to more easily see when approaching a critical         
level. 

Battery Level. The battery level indicator is now        
represented as a animated battery. It’s is placed in the top           
right corner, which is a common location in, for example,          
cell phones. The exact operation time remaining is        
displayed beneath. The percentage could be displayed       
inside the battery. However, currently that doesn’t seem        
necessary. 

 
Figure 11 & 12: New warning & battery indicator 

Warning. The warning that pops up is now a warning          
triangle with a short text stating where the critical level is.           
Located on the right side, close to both camera feed to           
ensure visibility of it. 

 
Figure 13: Proximity indicators around the main video feed. 

Proximity indicator. Around the main camera feed are        
green lines and corners. These represent the sides of the          
robot. Top left corner being front left of the robot, top           
being front, top right being front right and so on. When           
the robot is closing in on an obstacle the respective green           
line would change color, from green (meaning safe        
distance), to orange (closing in) and finally red (obstacle         
being very close). If proximity sensors are added in the          
future, this could be a simple way of displaying the          
approximate distance without being distracting. However,      

 



user testing would have to be performed to ensure high          
usability. If not adequate, appropriate modifications to the        
interface will have to be made. Perhaps with more precise          
feedback.  

DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this study was do develop and evaluate a           
prototype interface intended for the operator of the        
teleoperated robot FUMO. Understanding how they      
would interact with the two camera feeds and how to          
display the sensor data to improve the maneuvering of the          
robot.  

Maneuvering 
The most important aspect of maneuvering the robot, is to          
be able to do it safely and with confidence. The prototype           
didn’t fully achieve this. The user tests revealed that when          
operating the prototype, the users seemed to lack the         
sense of being a part of the robot. They had trouble of            
getting the “feel” for the robot. In situations that required          
maneuvering close to obstacles, the users felt hesitant and         
unsure if the they would be able to pass safely. This was            
also shown by Drury et al. [14] where the users showed a            
lack of awareness for the surroundings, resulting in more         
frequent collisions.  

To improve the maneuverability, and hopefully remove       
the uncertainty the users felt, more sensors could be         
added. The robot would benefit from having proximity        
sensor added around the body of the robot, which then          
would display the distance to surrounding objects to the         
operator. 

Displaying sensor data 
When designing the layout of the sensor data some         
challenges occurs. You want to add data that can tell the           
status of the robot and in some way have a usefulness for            
the maneuvering. At the same time there is a risk of           
having too much readings displayed at the same time and          
thereby increasing the mental load of the operator. The         
purpose of the interface is to make it easier for the           
operator, which means there has to be a balance in what is            
being presented.  

Like Keyes et al. discussed [6], the operators will tend to           
almost exclusively focus on the camera feed, and        
therefore the data used more frequently during the        
operations should be displayed in closer reach for the eye          
(which is focused on the camera feed). In this case for           
example, the pitch and roll is more critical for the success           
of maneuvering than the battery life remaining, and        
should be placed as close as possible to the camera feeds,           
without obstructing them. 

Not only what and where, data is presented, but also the           
way the data is presented, has to be considered. Having          
the data presented as only numbers was in this case          

considered to distracting, the users had trouble interpret        
the readings quickly. This made them take focus away         
from the maneuvering. To address this, simple       
visualisations where made that shouldn’t require more       
than a quick glance to get an overview of the robot’s           
status.  

Video feed interaction 
When the cameras were given equal space of the interface          
the users expressed not knowing which one to focus on.          
They almost wanted to be forced to be given a main           
camera. Easiest way to force their focus to one of them,           
was to make that one larger than the other. 

To use the camera setup to its full potential, the feeds has            
to be placed properly. When having them placed        
diagonally to each other (see fig. 4), the users weren’t          
able to use them together in a satisfying way. They          
expressed lack of focus having to shift back and forth          
between them. To address this, in the design proposal (see          
fig. 11), the were placed on top of each other, reminding           
of a car window with its rearview mirror. This should east           
the interplay between them. 

Methodology criticism 
Because of the development process taking longer than        
initially planned and scheduled for, the number of test         
performed where not at a desirable level. The initial plan          
was to test, the high fidelity prototype, on actual         
firefighters. Unfortunately, this also suffered by the long        
development process. However, since the main purpose of        
the study wasn’t necessarily firefighting related, but more        
about the interaction with the interface and how to ease          
the maneuvering of the robot. I believe that the most          
significant issues and insight where still discovered by the         
participants used.  

The study might have benefited from having a        
quantitative part as well. By monitoring the number of         
mistakes made and completion time etc. This could have         
been used to compare the effectiveness of different design         
solutions. However, to draw any real conclusions from        
that, there would have to be more participants as well. 

The way the tasting of the prototypes was set up, the           
conditions where very good, if not perfect. The graphics         
were very detailed, no noticeable lag, high frame rate etc.          
This and that there was no real pressure on the users.           
There were no consequences for failing, just resetting the         
robot and they were good to go again. In a real life            
situation there are a lot of factors affecting the operator,          
from anywhere between the weather to the mental stress.         
Being exposed to those factors might create some other         
design choices. 

 



Future research 
There is a need for continued evaluations to be performed.          
Even though the design proposal and the main decisions         
are well-founded, testing different interface and      
comparing different camera feed positioning to get the        
most out of the robot and the operator should be done. To            
be able to give the operator the necessary information to          
safely traverse narrow passages, more sensors has to be         
added to the robot. Future research could examine how to          
integrate additional with already existing, or merge sensor        
data to ease the mental load on the operator. There is also            
need for tests to be done in real life scenarios to see what             
issues arise that won’t be discovered during evaluations        
such as those performed in this study. 

CONCLUSION 
The prototype developed during this thesis was       
considered easy to use and to understand. However, it         
could not be considered final version. There were several         
takeaways from the user evaluations. 

There is a big importance in simplicity when designing         
the interface for a teleoperated robot. The study showed         
that the users lose focus when the sensor data is presented           
in too many numbers and for that reason, if something can           
be visually simplified, it probably should be. The study         
has also shown that positioning of sensor data is         
important. Being able to interpret sensor data without        
shifting focus from the camera feed is a big part in           
minimising the operators mental load. If the data is         
positioned badly the users tend to lose focus or simply          
ignore the data. 

The evaluations showed that there should be one camera         
that act as a main feed. The easiest way was by one being             
displayed bigger. This made able to keep their focus         
better and not switch back and forth between them. They          
should also be positioned in a way that enables the          
operator to quickly glance over to the other without         
having to lose the focus on the main camera. 

To be able to confidently maneuver this robot, in narrow          
passages or close to obstacles, there is a lack of proximity           
information available. Meaning that before the interface       
can successfully present the operator with the information        
needed, to safely pass obstacles, there has to be         
modifications made to the robot. After that, future test can          
be made to see what the best way of representing the new            
data would be. 
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